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Time Zone: EEST

Monday, Aug. 21
19:00 Welcome Dinner
19:30 Opening
8:40 Session 1 Presentations Chair & Organizer Manthos Delis Audencia Business School Welcome, Directions, Short presentations
8:40 20 minutes Presenter Kostas Koufopoulos York University Can Information Imprecision Be Valuable? The Case Of Credit Ratings
8 minutes Discussant Vladimir Asriyan CREi, UPF, BSE & CEPR
09:15 20 minutes Presenter Alberto Martin CREi, UPF, & BSE Banks vs. Firms. Who Benefits from Credit Guarantees?
8 minutes Discussant Sonny Biswas Bristol Business School
09:50 Coffee break & Discussions
10:05 Session 2 Short presentations Chair & Organizer Dennis Philipp Durham Business School
10:05 10 minutes Presenter Junjun Quan Columbia Business School Tracing Out International Data Flow: The Value of Data and Privacy
10:25 10 minutes Presenter Lefteris Andreadis Bank of Greece Cyberattacks, Media Coverage and Municipal Finance
10:45 10 minutes Presenter Jamie Coen Imperial College Business School Price Discrimination and Mortgage Choice
11:05 Coffee break & Discussions
11:25 Session 3 Presentations Chair & Organizer Alexander Michalides Imperial College Business School Why Trade Credit
11:25 20 minutes Presenter Tare Ellingsen Stockholm School of Economics
8 minutes Discussant Patrick Verwijmeren Erasmus University Rotterdam
12:00 20 minutes Presenter Miok Qi Green-Ku Queen Mary University of London
8 minutes Discussant Sonny Biswas Bristol Business School
12:35 20 minutes Presenter Iuliana Naarayanan London Business School The Effects of Environmental Health Risks on Housing Values and Minorities
13:10 Lunch & Discussions
14:00 Session 4 Short presentations Chair & Organizer Sotinos Kokes Essex Business School
14:30 10 minutes Presenter Sebastian Doss Bank for Intern. Settlements Money Market Funds and the Pricing of Near-Money Assets
14:50 10 minutes Presenter Kaia Mulder Ghent University Financial Intermediation and Convertible Bonds
15:10 ENDS
19:00 Bus to the dinner venue (TBA)

Wednesday, Aug. 23
19:00 Dinner
19:40 Session 5 Presentations Chair & Organizer Shihab Hana Fordham Business School Intermediary-Based Loan Pricing: Price and Non-Price Terms Across Markets
19:40 20 minutes Presenter Pierre Malifée INSEAD
8 minutes Discussant Sotinos Kokes Essex Business School
09:15 20 minutes Presenter Anaraki Segura Bank of Italy
8 minutes Discussant Kaia Mulder Ghent University
09:50 Coffee break & Discussions
10:05 Session 6 Short presentations Chair & Organizer Dennis Philipp Durham Business School
10:05 10 minutes Presenter Jean-Marie Meier UT Dallas Old Western CEO Incentives Contribute to China’s Technological Rise?
10:25 10 minutes Presenter Anaraki Segura Bank of Italy
8 minutes Discussant Victoria Vanasco CREI, UPF, BSE & CEPR
10:45 10 minutes Presenter Victoria Vanasco CREI, UPF, BSE & CEPR
8 minutes Discussant Kaia Mulder Ghent University
11:05 Special session
11:25 Coffee break & Discussions

11:50 Session 7 Presentations Chair & Organizer Panayiota Amirou Cyprus University of Technology
11:50 20 minutes Presenter Nicola Pavanini Tilburg University Leveraging Regulation and Housing Inequality
8 minutes Discussant Victoria Vanasco CREI, UPF, BSE & CEPR
12:25 20 minutes Presenter Christoph Baier University Of Zurich Cross-Selling in Bank Household Relationships: Mechanisms and Implications for Pricing
8 minutes Discussant Sebastian Doerr BIS
13:00 20 minutes Presenter Doris Heng Arizona State University On a Spending Spree: The Real Effects of Heuristics in Managerial Budgets
8 minutes Discussant Jean-Marie Meier UT Dallas
13:35 ENDS with Lunch & Discussions